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General Research Problem

How may infectious disease incidence be diminished?

Sanitation can prevent the spread of infectious diseases.  Surfaces that are most

commonly touched, like doorknobs, are most likely to host the disease.  If an autonomous robot

was capable of disinfecting surfaces that are most likely to host the contagious pathogen, it could

greatly reduce the spread of the disease (Todd, 2021). We also need people to try to avoid

becoming infected by following the guidelines set out by infectious disease experts. The more

people who will comply with guidelines and slightly inconvenience themselves in order to save

lives, the less likely the disease will spread among communities.

Technical Research Problem

How can we develop an autonomous disinfection robot? My advisor is Tomo Furukawa from the

Mechanical Engineering Department.

My capstone project is designing an autonomous robot to disinfect household surfaces.

Our goal is to build a product that will be primarily used in houses. Our robot will use a UVC

lamp as our tool to disinfect surfaces rather than common chemical disinfectants. According to

the FDA, “UVC radiation has been shown to destroy the outer protein coating of the

SARS-Coronavirus, which is a different virus from the current SARS-CoV-2 virus. The

destruction ultimately leads to inactivation of the virus” which means that UVC light is an

effective tool for killing the virus while it is on a surface. However, UVC light is also harmful to

humans, pets and household plants. This means we need to make sure that the light is only

hitting the surfaces the user wants it to hit. The wavelength of the light that is emitted is also very
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important since all light behaves differently at different wavelengths. It has been observed at a

wavelength of 222 micrometers (μm) (https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6635-7622 et al., 2021), UVC

light is capable of killing 99.9% of all viral particles after 20 seconds of exposure. Humans can

be safely exposed to UVC light with a wavelength of 222 μm for over an hour before the effect

of the light becomes harmful. This allows us to use a type of radiation that is significantly more

harmful to COVID than plants and animals, including humans.  Another important factor for

using UVC as disinfectant is that the effect of UVC on a surface is greatly dependent on the

distance from the light source.  The inactivation rate is measured in cm2/mJ and it is the rate at

which COVID particles are inactivated based on the inverse of the amount of energy being

released over the area it is illuminating. The greater the inactivation rate, the higher the amount

of COVID particles it will kill. Experiments have determined the best inactivation rate is around

1.52 cm2/mJ (https://orcid.org/0000-0002-6635-7622 et al., 2021). Because of this we will need

to include sensors on ourUVC lamp to tell the robot how far away it is from the surface it is

trying to disinfect. In addition, our goal is to make a robot that can recognize which surfaces it

needs to clean and move to them without the user being the one to tell the robot to move. This

will require a large amount of programming in order to make the robot autonomous. This is

going to be a difficult task to complete since we are mechanical engineering students and not

computer science students. In order for our robot to be able to reach all surfaces, we will need to

put the UVC light on a robotic arm that is capable of reaching surfaces as high as the ceiling. In

order to build this arm we will need to create a design in Solidworks and test it before we begin

to build it. We will need to make sure that the arm is sturdy and will not break under normal

circumstances and it will need to be flexible enough to reach all surfaces. We will most likely

give the arm several joints in order for it to be flexible enough to reach all surfaces. Our robot
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will also need to have a long battery life. We do not want to have to recharge the battery before

our user is done cleaning.

Sociotechnical Research Problem

Distrust of Expert Health Guidance in the United States

Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, a growing share of Americans has refused

to comply with guidelines set by the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Political ideology is one reason for this. While vaccination is not the only way to protect oneself

and others from the virus, it is one of the best ways. There is a clear correlation between how a

state’s population voted in 2020 and the vaccination rate of its residents (fig. 1). In the U.S.,

approximately 88 percent of Democrats adults are vaccinated (Todd, 2021), while only 55

percent of Republican adults are. About 91 percent of Biden voters in the 2020 general election

are vaccinated, while only 50 percent of Trump voters are. ISocial media posts opposing

lockdowns and other COVID restrictions were primarily posted by Republicans from accounts

that promoted common Republican beliefs (Leonhardt, 2021). On Republican-leaning news sites,

such as Fox News and OAN, hosts have downplayed the severity of the virus (University of

Washington, 2020), while hosts of Democratic-leaning news sites, such as CNN and MSNBC,

did not. Many say that CNN and MSNBC have instilled fear among the public by exaggerating

COVID’s dangers.

Religion has been another common reason for refusing to follow COVID guidelines.

Many cited religious grounds for claiming exemptions from vaccinations or mask requirements.

Some argued that since masks are not in the Bible, they are unbiblical (Graves-Fitzsimmons,

2021). Resurrection Catholic School in Michigan sued the state over its mask mandate, claiming
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“because God created us in His image, we are masking that image.”Some religious leaders

alleged that COVID was God’s punishment. When compared, Atheists are significantly more

likely to follow COVID restrictions compared to theists (Todd, 2021.

Those who least understand the pandemic are the most likely to distrust experts. By the

Dunning-Kruger effect, those with limited knowledge in a certain subject often overestimate

their knowledge of it. The hypothesis is controversial, however, there is plenty of evidence to

support its existence. Undue confidence can impair performance. Muller et al. (2020) found that

people who tend to underestimate their performance take more time at a task than those who

overestimate their performance. Hence those who least understand the COVID-19 pandemic may

have undue confidence in their own opinions about it. Believing themselves to be experts, they

may distrust the actual experts.
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Figure 1. Graph comparing each state’s vaccine rate to how they voted in the 2020 presidential

election (New York Times, 2021)
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